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The fulfilment of a 7000 yr process. We have fulfilled the development of a religious 
system that has no equal, a system that embraced the entire globe in just 150 yrs.

The Baha'is alone have achieved this.

We are upheld for our trustworthiness and diligence, every-thing the Baha'is have set out 
to achieve they have achieved, the Baha'i movement is held in the highest esteem by the 
governments and the peoples of the world we are admired and trusted, when the time 
comes that the world experiences hardship it is to the Baha'is they will go to seek 
guidance. This pre-eminent position we have achieved against the fiercest opposition.
The Faith just kept growing like grass, they would try to stamp it out over here and it 
would spring up over there.

When the 2000yr Reich ended after only 7 yrs, the Baha'is emerged from their bunkers 
and whilst the rest of the world liked its wounds and set about providing food and shelter 
for the refugees and restoring its bombed cities, the Ba-ha'is were engaged in forming an 
LSA in some far of part of Saskatchewan. Until now we have a structure of 
communication that is second to none.

If an order is given from a relatively small mountain in the Holy Land, the entire earth 
immediately and unquestioningly acts upon that order - no other religious system has 
ever achieved this.

This system can withstand any amount of stress. We are at present only using a fraction 
of its capabilities. 

We the Baha'is have reared this mighty structure in less than 150 yrs. The 
only movement of its kind.

--------------------------------
What this means on a practical scale is this: When the old world system of political 
government and religious under-standing collapses, and the peoples of the earth seek a 
new system - they will not turn to Christianity with its open deceit and fallen morality 
and sad decadence, with its obvious inability to unite its churches and believers - neither 
will it seek the guidance of the Muslims who have shamed themselves with fanaticism 
and murderous deceit, nor will it turn for help from the JWs who will have shut 
them-selves away in their kingdom halls awaiting the coming of Armageddon, along with 
their multi million dollar organisa-tion that has corrupted the text of the Bible and refuses 
to have its actions and motives investigated ----



No the peoples of the world will turn to the one organisa-tion that defended to the last the 
Word of God, the only religious organisation that is untainted by the demons of greed, 
corruption and immorality, the only organisation that has embraced and united the world 
with God's love and wis-dom, the only organisation that has established a means of 
religious government that, aided by God, has fully embraced the earth and is waiting in 
the wings to take full control of the destiny of God's people.

This is none other that the Kingdom of God upon the earth, the very thing for which we 
have all been praying, when we say "Thy Kingdom come!"


